Abstract

To cope with the increased complexity of today’s Web-based systems, approaches facilitating operations, maintenance and evolution of heterogeneous and distributed systems landscapes are vital. In particular, due to the complex interdependencies between their distributed system parts, ensuring that services are delivered at a high level of quality is challenging. To this end, we present the integrated information map (i2map) as an aspect-oriented approach. It considers these interdependencies as first-class citizens and provides sophisticated services addressing the lifecycle support of distributed systems. We exemplarily demonstrate the approach’s potential in the context of ontology-based evaluation of service level agreements in a highly interrelated system landscape.

1. Introduction

Through the advancement in technology and the spreading of the internet, the World Wide Web has evolved from a decentralized information medium to a platform for a wide range of different application types [8]. These Web-based systems support collaboration scenarios, deliver complex services and are often characterized by the integration of functionality and content from different organizations and software systems. This increases interdependence and interaction between people, companies and especially software systems in disparate domains and locations. While the development cycles of applications can be shortened by reusing existing services, the emerging service-orientation leads to a higher complexity of the resulting system landscapes.

Existing Web Engineering approaches (e.g. OOHDM [10], UWE [5] or WebML [2]) introduced adequate models, methodologies and tools for the development of Web applications. However, questions regarding operations, maintenance or aspects of evolution of the underlying systems haven’t been addressed sufficiently.

In section 2, we describe the problem domain based on an example scenario and introduce common challenges regarding operations, maintenance and evolution of the focused systems. Section 3 gives an overview of the i2map approach, coating the entire system landscape and comprising dedicated models, methodologies and tools to cope with different aspects of the lifecycle support. Furthermore, we demonstrate the realization of first concepts and conclude with an outline of further work in section 4.

2. An Example Scenario

Figure 1 shows a representative excerpt of a distributed Web-based system with typical components. It includes a collaboration server for providing appointment and contact data or exchanging mail messages. A Web service wrapper supports the integration of functionality for different Web applications to overcome native and incompatible protocols. Thereby, data about appointments, contacts etc. can be used in the Web Applications. Due to the increased distribution level of participating applications and services, cache mechanisms (Refresh Cache) are implemented to reduce communication latency.

Although the scenario may look simple, operating and maintaining the system is complex. In this scenario, a malfunction of one of the scheduled tasks responsible for refreshing the caches would result in the problem that the content of the Web applications originating from the collaboration server was outdated. Furthermore, the distribution of responsibilities...
regarding the operation of the various system parts over several roles and persons, partly in different organizational units, increases complexity and results in error-proneness [6]. In this context, any modification to a system part is critical as the effects of a change cannot be foreseen due to a lack of knowledge about all interdependencies in the system. For example, any changes to the interface or the relocation of the Web service wrapper in the scenario lead to a malfunction of the Web applications.

For example, any changes to the interface or the relocation of the Web service wrapper in the scenario lead to a malfunction of the Web applications.

3. The Integrated Information Map

To address the above-mentioned challenge, we introduce the integrated information map (i2map) as an aspect-oriented system for the lifecycle support of highly distributed Web-based systems. As depicted in Figure 2 the approach supplements an existing Web-based system landscape and provides services for various stakeholders.

A major design principle of the i2map is the gradual definition and isolated addressing of several cross-cutting concerns pervading the entire system landscape. This aspect-orientation allows agility and the recentralization of problem solving strategies rather than scattering parts of such a solution all over the distributed system [7]. Due to the accumulation of i2map building blocks, each focusing on a specific
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aspect or sub-problem, the integrated information map provides a toolbox with dedicated services for the lifecycle support of distributed systems.

3.1 Cross-cutting Concerns

The concern description constitutes an essential part of the i2map. It comprises aspects like the automatic gathering, consistency analysis and further processing of descriptive information to provide comprehensive information about all system parts and services, as well as the relations among them. Thus, it forms the foundation for the other concerns. Besides descriptive data about a service’s behavior and interface, information about related service level agreements or policies is of interest [1].

The configuration concern refers to mechanisms and tools to configure system parts according to defined requirements (i.e. service level agreements). This includes a component’s configuration at initial deployment as well as reconfiguration at runtime due to correction or optimization. The latter facilitates the autonomous adaptation of systems in response to user intervention or based on rules triggered by predefined events, e.g. dynamic service substitution in an orchestration to improve the performance or resolve a fault at runtime.

The concern monitoring addresses the identification and processing of events occurring in the system. This includes surveillance and testing of services regarding various metrics and related thresholds. The latter comprise both quality factors with respect to availability and performance (reaction time, throughput etc.) and other measurable objectives (e.g. guidelines from the field of Web accessibility). Furthermore, the monitoring of the system involves predictions about possible faults based on logs and the actual performance of system elements.

3.2 Realization – The i2map Browser

As a first step in the course of the realization of the i2map approach, we focused on the concern description as the most integral concern for the lifecycle support of Web-based systems. As the manual registration and maintenance of descriptive information is time-consuming and error-prone, an automated solution is essential. Thereby, one of our major goals is to avoid modifications to the underlying systems.

The description concern uses the Common Information Model (CIM) [3], an extensible standard defining how managed objects in an IT environment are described and managed. The Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) [4] as a set of system management technologies developed to unify the management of distributed computing environments enables the automated gathering of descriptive system information. The retrieved data is stored in dedicated Semantic Web frameworks, thus allowing for inferring further knowledge and sophisticated enquiries about a system.

An essential contribution of our work lies in the identification of relevant CIM classes and dedicated extension for the description of today’s Web-based systems. Our current implementation retrieves system information by using the Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) as an implementation of the WBEM standard for Microsoft platforms. This information becomes stored in the Jena Semantic Web Framework [13]. Now, by using an extended version of an existing CIM ontology [9], further knowledge about the system (e.g. different types of interdependencies) can be inferred and queried via well-defined SPARQL queries.

Figure 3 shows our current prototype of the i2map Browser, visualizing specific aspects of the information gathered about the system. On the one hand, it provides dedicated views of different aspects of the system landscape. Thereby, predefined SPARQL query templates are adapted according to various dimensions and the desired scope and granularity (slice size). On the other hand, the application supports various stakeholders by the fulfillment of their tasks. For example, regarding the introduced problem of defining or examining existing service level agreements in distributed systems, the i2map Browser offers valuable support.
Based on the selected role QoS Assurer and task SLA consistency check, the i2map Browser evaluates the defined SLAs of all services with strong consideration of their dependencies. Thereby, contradictory SLAs throughout the whole system are detected and highlighted as shown in the figure. Therefore, it takes advantage of the ontology-based inference and query mechanisms provided by the underlying i2map infrastructure.

4. Future Work

Although the results are already promising, further research regarding the concern description and other concerns is needed to provide effective strategies for the lifecycle support of distributed Web-based systems.

In the future, we will concentrate on the formal and comprehensive definition of concepts like roles, domains of interest and lifecycle-related tasks in the context of the Web Engineering domain in form of an ontology. Combined with existing ontologies from other engineering disciplines, this knowledge can be used for the adequate parameterization of the i2map Browser and other tools providing problem solving strategies.

Regarding the verification of defined SLAs, our further work will focus on the analysis of more complex scenarios based on sophisticated metrics. Beyond that, in the context of the monitoring concern, the automated monitoring of the conformance of all system parts to defined SLAs represents the next step. In this context, our work will focus on the automated decomposition of SLAs into measurable values and the development of surveillance and testing strategies based on the existing descriptive information about the system. As already stated above, a major design goal lies in avoiding modifications to the observed system landscape itself and in the application of common standards and existing methodologies and tools where appropriate.

Furthermore, the inclusion of existing data sources providing descriptive information about the distributed system is of interest. For example, this includes the analysis of design artifacts from the development phase. Thereby, the current consolidation efforts of the MDWEnet initiative [11] that strives for achieving interoperability between common Web Engineering methodologies form a promising foundation. Assuming the existence of transformation rules to convert design models of particular methodologies to design artifacts according to the defined Common Metamodel of the initiative, another transformation to our concepts would allow the usage of the information as descriptive input for our approach. Thus, the i2map framework could immediately serve for the lifecycle support for Web-based systems developed with any of these methodologies.
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